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We present negative ion formation from collisions of neutral potassium atoms with D-ribose (C₅H₁₀O₅), the sugar unit in the DNA/RNA molecule. From the negative ion time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra, OH⁻ is the main fragment detected in the collision range 50–100 eV accounting for average for 50% of the total anion yield. Prominence is also given to the rich fragmentation pattern observed with special attention to O⁻ (16 m/α) formation. These results are in sharp contrast to dissociative electron attachment experiments. The TOF mass spectra assignments show that these channels are also observed, albeit with a much lower relative intensity. Branching ratios of the most abundant fragment anions as a function of the collision energy are obtained, allowing to establish a rationale on the collision dynamics. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4820949]

I. INTRODUCTION

Further to the recent studies on the damaging capability of low energy electrons (LEEs) to decompose DNA, studying electron interactions with its constituents provides valuable insight into the fundamental mechanisms underlying such damage. A recent study has shown that electron-driven reactions to DNA, yielding single, double, and clustered lesions, can be explained through damage to its building blocks, i.e., the nucleobases, the sugar unit, and the phosphate groups. In the light of these ground-breaking studies, an increased attention to low energy electron interactions with DNA/RNA subunits has been observed. As such, studying chemical reactions for biomolecular systems is relevant to understand radiation induced damage at the molecular level. Recent developments of Monte Carlo-based empirical simulations on pseudo-physiological environment allow us to model electron (and positron) tracks that result from the interaction of high energy quanta through a given tissue-equivalent material (TEM). At the moment, however, the simulations are restricted to rather simplistic TEMs owing to the empirical nature of these models requiring information on the cross sections and dynamics of the underlying physicochemical processes. Therefore, the study of fundamental molecular mechanisms is of particular relevance to allow for these models to encompass increasingly (and therefore more accurate) descriptions of the physiological environment’s response to radiation-induced changes. In the particular case of the DNA/RNA sugar unit or a given substitute, knowledge on electron elastic and inelastic scattering is quite well established (see, e.g., Ref. 9), which is also the case of dissociative electron attachment (DEA) processes. However, data on the interaction with electron-donating projectiles, i.e., electron transfer processes in potassium-molecule collisions, are, as far as authors are aware, absent. As such, studying the processes that occur in the context of electron transfer in atom-molecule collisions can be a stepping stone in our understanding of some of the molecular mechanisms that can happen in non-gas-phase environments. In particular, studying the role of the sugar unit is critical, as it is now well established that one of the main sources of possible damage to DNA/RNA stems from changes in the D-ribose (DR) unit.

Recently, we have pursued in our laboratory a series of detailed studies on negative ion formation in collisions of potassium atoms with several bio-related molecular targets. Further to the studies of atomic collisions with nucleobases, herein we present the negative ion fragmentation pattern from collisions of potassium atoms with the D-ribose molecule (C₅H₁₀O₅), the monosaccharide pentose ring in the DNA/RNA structure. The mechanism studied in these collisions is the transfer of the unpaired valence electron of a neutral hyperthermal potassium atom (K) to a target molecule (AB). The electron transfer mechanism is only possible at particular potassium-molecule distances, the crossing radius, with a rough estimate of ~3.2 Å for the present case. Briefly, in atom-molecule collisions, where an adiabatic electron transfer occurs, a negative ion is formed as part of an intermediate step or as a final product. The electron transfer process happens when electrons follow adiabatically the nuclear motion in the vicinity of the crossing of the stationary non-perturbed states, i.e., the covalent and the ionic diabatic states (from the crossing of the covalent and the ionic diabatic potential surfaces) at large atom-molecule distances. The ionic surface lies above the covalent surface, the endothermicity being .
for the ionisation energy of the potassium atom and EA the electron affinity of the target molecule. However, due to the coulombic interaction, there is a crossing seam for which both stationary non-adiabatic potential energy surfaces have the same value. During the collision process and near that crossing, there can be a perturbation of the stationary states induced by the projectile/target nuclear motion leading to a coupling. This leads after the collision path to the formation of a positive ion $K^+$ and a molecular anion, which may even allow access to parent molecular states that are otherwise not accessible in free electron attachment experiments. In particular, states with a positive electron affinity can be formed, and the role of vibrational excitation of the parent neutral molecule can be studied by the collision dynamics.

Another consequence of the $K^+$ presence is that even if the free negative molecular ion is unstable with respect to autodetachment, in the collision complex it can be stabilized at distances shorter than the crossing between the two potential energy surfaces. This is due to the attractive interaction with the positive ion, $K^+$. Indeed, recent measurements of anion collisions (H$^+$, O$^-$, and OH$^-$) with nitromethane (CH$_3$NO$_2$) indicate that the autodetachment suppression mechanism is not as efficient as in neutral atom-molecule collisions, which can be rationalized as the interaction between the resulting molecular anion and neutral projectile being much weaker than the coulombic interaction that persists in neutral atom-molecule collisions.

As far as DEA is concerned, several studies have been already performed on the DR molecule and its substitutes, particularly using isotopic labelling, which showed a remarkable site selectivity in the fragmentation channels yielding (DR-H$_2$O)$^-$ formation. The water abstraction sites were explored in more detail in this study, and a tentative identification of some sequential reaction channels was performed.

Another interesting study using a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer and density functional theory (DFT) calculations concluded that, upon heating in the gas-phase D-ribose, the molecule changes its geometry to form a pyranose structure (six-membered ring) rather than keeping its furanose form (five-membered ring), the latter present in the DNA/RNA framework. As such, this study concludes that the dominant conformer in gas-phase D-ribose is the pyranose form.

In this work, we focus our attention on the negative ion formation in collisions of neutral potassium atoms (50–100 eV lab frame) with D-ribose molecules. In Sec. II, we provide a brief summary of the experimental setup. In Sec. III, we present and discuss the negative ion mass spectra. Where and when possible, comparisons with available DEA data will provide relevant information of the electronic structure of the target molecule. Finally, in Sec. IV, some conclusions will be drawn regarding the importance of these studies as far as state of the art electron-driven DNA/RNA damage is concerned.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental setup used to obtain the negative ion time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra has been described elsewhere. Briefly, an effusive molecular beam crosses a primary beam of fast neutral potassium (K) atoms. K$^+$ ions produced in a potassium ion source were accelerated to 50–100 eV, before passing through an oven where they resonantly charge exchange with neutral potassium to produce a beam of fast (hyperthermal) atoms. Residual ions from the primary beam are removed by electrostatic deflecting plates outside the oven. The intensity of the neutral potassium beam was monitored using a Langmuir-Taylor ionisation detector, before and after the TOF mass spectra collection. The effusive beam of DR was then introduced into a 1 mm diameter source where it was crossed with the neutral hyperthermal potassium beam between two parallel plates at 1.2 cm mutual separation. The anions produced were extracted by a 220 V cm$^{-1}$ pulsed electrostatic field. The typical base pressure in the collision chamber was $8 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa and the working pressure upon heating the powder samples was $2 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa. Mass spectra were obtained by subtracting the background signal from the sample measurements. TOF mass spectra calibration was carried out on the basis of the well-known anionic species formed after potassium collisions with the nitromethane molecule. This allows for safe mass assignment, even when the width of the peaks is larger than 1 m/z.

The solid sample used in the present experiment was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a minimum purity of ≥99%. It was used as delivered. The sample was heated up to 373 K. In order to test for any thermal decomposition, the spectra were recorded at different temperatures (up to ~400 K). No differences were observed in the relative peak intensities as a function of the heating temperature. The extraction region and the TOF system were heated throughout measurements in order to prevent any sample condensation and thence charge accumulation on the electrodes. It is worth noting that the width of the mass peaks may give information on the kinetic energy release distribution of the fragment. However, such approach would require a substantially different treatment of the experimental data, which is not within the scope of the present study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The negative ion TOF mass spectra obtained for 50, 75, and 100 eV potassium collision energies in the lab frame are presented in Figs. 1(a)–1(c), and peak assignments in Table I. Additionally, branching ratios for the major fragments as a function of the collision energy are shown in Fig. 2. A brief analysis of these data shows that the most abundant fragments are assigned to OH$^-$ (17 m/z), followed by O$^-$ (16 m/z) and C$_2$H$_4$OH$^-$/CH$_3$COO$^-$ (59 m/z). One can clearly see that there is evidence of neither the parent nor its dehydrogenated anion formation, where the latter was only reported in previous DEA studies. A close inspection of Table I reveals that fragment anions m/z 25, 41, 43, and 45 were not reported in DEA experiments. Regarding the absence of the dehydrogenated parent anion (DR-H)$^-$ formation, it is interesting to note that in DEA its resonance profile (shape and energy position) is similar to other fragments. This implies that, while the initial accessed state may be the same, it then opens up different fragmentation pathways. In
this context, it is plausible to reason that the pathway resulting in (DR-H)\(^{-}\) formation will not be able to compete with the other fragmentation pathways. Since the main difference between DEA and electron transfer lies on the presence of the potassium cation post-collision, it stands to reason that the potassium cation may indeed be the cause for this discrepancy. Another possible rationale for such absent channel may reside on the fact that upon electron capture the sugar ring may pucker, which will lead to an increased chance of overlapping between molecular orbitals. This in turn may enhance intramolecular electron transfer between \(\pi^*\) and \(\sigma^*\) orbitals. This then leads to an inability of the electron to stay in a less anti-bonding orbital, which in turn may result in prompt dissociation.

As mentioned before, the dominant conformer in gas-phase D-ribose is the six-membered pyranose form ring, which is structurally analogous to fructose. Additionally it is worth noting that a theoretical study has determined that the dipole moment for such conformers lies between 3 and 4 D, which has been shown to be enough to support dipole-bound anion states. We now discuss the majority of the anions formed in such potassium-molecule collisions.

### A. (DR-H\(_2\)O\(^{-}\)) and (DR-2H\(_2\)O\(^{-}\))

The fragment anion m/z 132 can be assigned to the loss of one hydroxyl and hydrogen group, whereas m/z 114 to the abstraction of two hydroxyl and hydrogen radicals. An ensuing discussion of certain aspects of these fragmentation channels leads to the following questions: (1) do hydrogen and hydroxyl excision lead to a water molecule formation? (2) from which positions do the fragments stem from? and (3) given that some of the neutral fragments do not require ring breaking, does the molecular anion remain in its ring form? Regarding the first, such fragment anions have been also reported in DEA studies.\(^{10,11,13,15}\) In the case of fructose, it was

![Image](image-url)

**FIG. 1.** Negative TOF mass spectra in potassium-D-ribose collisions at (a) 50 eV, (b) 75 eV, and (c) 100 eV collision energy in the lab frame. An inset with the dominant conformer is added.\(^{29}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed anion assignment</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>DEA studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deoxyribose(^{10,11,13})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(^{-})</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)HO(^{-})</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(_2)O(^{-})</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCOO(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(_2)OH(^{-})/CH(_3)COO(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(_2)O(_2)(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_2)H(_2)O(_3)(^{-})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M-2H(_2)O)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M-H(_2)O)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M-H)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**FIG. 2.** Branching ratios for the anions as a function of the collision energy. Error bars are within the data points and so not visible.
shown that formation of a water molecule is exothermic by $-242 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$ ($-2.51 \text{ eV}$). Furthermore, positive ion spectra in electron interactions with D-ribose report the presence of $\text{H}_2\text{O}^+$. This therefore leads to the conclusion that the abstraction of the hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals will result in the formation of one (or two) water molecule(s).

The second question pertains to site selectivity in the formation of these fragments. Indeed, as was shown in DEA studies that make a criterion use of isotope-labelled ribose rings, formation of water molecules does not appear to stem from the $\text{C}_1$–$\text{H}$ bond.

Regarding the third question, it is known that (DR-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$)$^-$ and (DR-$\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$)$^-$ formations stem from accessing the same initial state. According to DEA experiments, these fragments show near 0 eV resonances reminiscent of dissociation mechanisms present in other molecules, such as the well-explored case of uracil/thymine. Some studies have indeed shown that dissociation through near 0 eV resonances pertains to a molecular mechanism in which an incident electron is captured into a diffuse dipole-bound state (DBS), followed by an intramolecular electron transfer to a valence state that subsequently leads to fragmentation. This “doorway” mechanism is indeed somewhat pervasive, namely, appearing in molecules such as nitromethane and uracil/thymine. Indeed, a theoretical study on fructose shows that it is possible for the pyranose conformer of D-ribose to undergo such mechanism. As such, the discussion is centred on the basis of an initial capture of the incoming electron into a dipole-bound state, due to the molecule’s considerable average dipole moment (3.2 D depending on the conformer). Such value is more than enough to warrant the presence of a stable DBS. Subsequently, a transfer of the extra electron to one of the valence states may be possible, but only through an opening of the ring, which in turn will result in fragmentation. This therefore leads to the abstraction of an H and OH, with the molecular anion becoming acyclic, i.e., losing its ring structure. This study therefore lends support to the conclusion that capture of virtually no-energy electrons will result in formation of an acyclic form of the molecular anion. Such as such, in the case of the present study, it can be assumed that the resonance enhanced mechanisms governing such fragmentation channels are the same as in DEA.

A detailed analysis of Fig. 2 shows that, with the exception of OH$^-$ and other fragments, O$^-$, (DR-$\text{H}_2\text{O}$)$^-$, and (DR-$\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$)$^-$ branching ratios do not change appreciably with the collision energy, and so do not depend on the collision time. This means that the channels yielding these fragments are not affected by the type of atomic scattering process, i.e., either covalent or ionic (a more concise discussion on the relevance of these scattering processes can be found in Refs. 20 and 34). As such, for those fragments, their branching ratios show the same trend, which is indicative that both dissociative channels are a result of similar collision dynamics.

Finally, owing to the width of the mass peak, it is not possible to unambiguously discard the possibility of sole formation of OH radicals (either in detriment or in conjunction with), for both m/z 114 and 132 peaks. However, several mass calibrations point towards the aforementioned assignments. Additionally, it is important to note that, given the symmetry between the flanks of the peak, formation of OH radicals is, at best, negligible at 50 and 100 eV collision energy. In other words, formation of the OH radical would entail, at least, a difference in the right flank of the TOF mass peak, which may be the case at 75 eV (Fig. 1(b)). However, due to the present mass resolution limitation, no further discussion will be added on this issue.

B. OH$^-$

OH$^-$ is the most abundant fragment ion for all collision energies, amounting for 43% at 50 eV of the total anion yield and increasing up to 66% at 100 eV collision energy. Moreover, by gleaning at Fig. 2, OH$^-$ relative yield further increases with increasing collision energy. This fact is in sharp contrast with the branching ratios for the other fragments, where for energies higher than 75 eV, their relative yields decrease. With such high yield (>60%), the dissociation mechanism is indicative of a diatomic-like behaviour along the C--OH coordinate(s), which is particularly interesting since such is prevalent in halogenated species such as $\text{C}_6\text{H}_3\text{F}$. In the present study the dominance of this fragmentation channel is in sharp contrast with DEA experiments, in which while present, but at much lower yield than the dominant water-abstraction channels. Such discrepancies between DEA and electron transfer experiments have already been detected in other molecules, most notably regarding the NCO$^-$ yield in uracil and thymine. Briefly, it was shown that, owing to the presence of the potassium cation in the vicinity of the molecular anion, a delay in the autodetachment process of the extra electron occurs, allowing the $\pi^*$ orbitals to be populated long enough for the electron to be transferred to a highly dissociative $\sigma^*$ orbital, which will subsequently lead to fragmentation. Indeed, a recent DEA study to D-ribose shows a resonance profile for OH$^-$ formation consisting of one dominant peak at near-zero energy and a weaker wider structure at around 7 eV, the latter assigned to a shape resonance. The OH$^-$ signal appears as not the main dominant signal in DEA experiments, in contrast with the present experiments. Additionally, the DEA study presents quantum chemical calculations that provide an assignment of a $\pi^*$ anionic state to a shape resonance with a lifetime of $\sim3.1 \text{ fs}$. This, therefore, can lead one to propose a OH$^-$ formation mechanism similar to that responsible for NCO$^-$ as in uracil and thymine, i.e., the potassium cation will, in effect, increase the lifetime of the anionic state formed at 7 eV, therefore allowing for fragmentation to successfully compete with autodetachment, thereby leading to an enhancement of the OH$^-$ yield. Considering that in electron transfer, autodetachment suppression is much more efficient in the case of ionic scattering, the collision dynamics for OH$^-$ formation may be reasonably described by the major contribution of this type of scattering. It is critical to note that higher collision energies imply a smaller probability of ionic scattering. Nevertheless, such assumption seems to be inconsistent with the significant rise of OH$^-$ branching ratio, where for higher collision energies a covalent scattering should prevail. However, it is important to stress that the branching ratio does not
provide information about the absolute rate of formation, but limited to information about the relative yield. As such, one can rationalize by stating that, while a gradual increase of covalent scattering does indeed happen, and therefore a decrease in the probability of OH− formation occurs, it does not necessarily mean that the branching ratio for this fragment decreases. This is even true because such behaviour may be expected for the other fragment anions, and the branching ratio is always obtained by the summation of the total anion yield. Assuming the mechanism proposed above, an interesting discussion that can follow would be to determine if site and bond selectivity mechanisms yielding OH− formation play an important role in the dissociation process. Such selectivity has already been shown in other molecules, both in DEA36, 37 and in atom-molecule collision experiments.24, 25 However, for D-ribose there is no data to sustain such mechanism and due to the fact that OH− appears to stem from only one anionic state (as discussed before), site selectivity in the electron transfer process most likely does not play a relevant role.

C. O−

O− (16 m/z) presents itself as one of the most intense fragments in the TOF mass spectra, which contrasts with DEA experiments where its yield is only marginal. The O− branching ratio shows a small increase from 15% (at 50 eV) to 17% (at 75 eV), followed by a small decrease to 13% (at 100 eV) (Fig. 2). Further to the discussion above on OH− formation, and given that the energy resonance profile of O− in DEA shows only high energy resonances (∼6 eV), it is plausible to attribute O− to a competition with OH− formation through those high-lying resonances. However, in order to further discard O− formation from ring breaking, studies are needed, and at present we are performing electron transfer studies to tetrahydrofuran (THF) in order to specifically address this issue.

D. Other fragments

From Figs. 1(a)–1(c), apart from the major anions, the fragmentation pattern is quite rich in other anionic species. In Table I, assignments of the several fragment anions are proposed, where not only the results from DEA experiments to D-ribose studies are considered10, 11, 13 but, and perhaps more interestingly, results from DEA studies to sugar substitutes15 are also reported for comparison. The similarity between the fragmentation patterns in DEA and electron transfer experiments is quite significant, with the main differences lying on the relative yields. From the comparison between D-ribose electron transfer and DEA data on fructose15 (one of the sugar substitutes), we also note a similarity between some of the fragmentation patterns, mainly the water abstraction channels, 72 (C3H4O2−), 45 (HCOO−), and 16 (O−) m/z. Fructose is most likely to be the closest substitute to gas-phase D-ribose, owing to the pyranose form in the gas-phase upon heating the sample.29 A more thorough study on sugar substitutes in the context of neutral atom collisions would be of great interest, and we are currently pursuing such investigations in our laboratory. Finally, of particular relevance, we note C2H− formation in the present experiments, which was not reported in DEA studies to deoxyribose and fructose (see Table I). The C2H− formation requires multiple bond breaking in the precursor anion. However, C2H has a considerable high electron affinity (2.969 eV),38 which can explain being observed at all collision energies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present work provides the first study on negative ion formation in collisions of potassium atoms with D-ribose, the DNA/RNA sugar unit. The fragmentation pattern is similar to recent DEA studies. However, the relative yields of several fragments are significantly different when compared to DEA, in particular for OH−, which is here the dominant ion detected in the TOF mass spectra. The enhancement in the formation of this fragment is proposed to be due to the ability of potassium cation to suppress and/or even delay efficiently autodetachment, an effect that has been increasingly observed as pervasive in the context of atom-molecule collision studies.21–23, 28 Noteworthy is the fact that neither the parent nor its dehydrogenated negative ions are reported. Finding out if water abstraction channels result indeed in the formation of a water molecule, rather than an abstraction of H and OH radicals, remains critical. Due to their quite high reactivity, the efficiency of these radicals as a damaging agent on the surrounding molecules in the biological environment may be quite significant. However, the presence of H2O+ in the positive ion mass spectra studies to D-ribose13, 15 lends support to the possibility of a concerted mechanism where an H and OH are abstracted, resulting in a water molecule formation. Such can be regarded as a non-harmful agent to the surrounding molecular framework of the DNA/RNA.

In DEA studies to several (bio)molecular targets, the dominant fragmentation channels result from very low energy resonances (often as low as ∼0 eV) consisting of vibrational Feshbach resonances.32 This can be rationalized by the fact that, in DEA, accessing high-energy resonances (such as formation of NCO− in uracil/thymine35) will mostly result in autodetachment, rather than in fragmentation. However, in atom-molecule collisions, there are strong evidences that autodetachment is significantly suppressed, enhancing fragment formation. Such is the case for uracil and thymine and is also the case for D-ribose. As far as authors are aware, electron transfer studies to D-ribose are completely unprecedented, with the most similar technique with which to compare being DEA studies. DEA studies on D-ribose show that the main fragmentation channels consist of near 0 eV shape resonances that result in abstraction of one or more H and OH radicals, thereby not causing break of the sugar ring.13 However, less intense fragmentation channels at higher electron energies (∼5–10 eV) do result in ring-breaking.13 We notice that extended DEA studies will be of particular relevance in order to attempt a more thorough knowledge of the mechanisms behind the fragmentation pathways, in particular, unreported anionic fragments. This may eventually lead to the understanding of possible damage mechanisms that this entails to the
DNA molecule as a whole. However, it is interesting to mention the analogy that can be made between electron transfer and the presence of electron-donating elements in the vicinity of the DNA molecule. While this is an admittedly gross approximation, we suggest that it can be viewed as means to study molecule-atom-molecule interactions between radicals (e.g., O* and OH*) formed from the water radiolysis) and the various components of the DNA macromolecule. Interestingly, higher-energy shape resonances in D-ribose have been identified, but are, owing to their low lifetimes, generally ignored as not being very important in the context of low-energy electron damage to DNA. Though, the present results highlight that this may not be the case. We have shown that the presence of a third body near the temporary negative ion (TNI) can greatly affect its fragmentation pathways and as such, formation of TNIs through the aforementioned resonances cannot, and should not, be disregarded.

However, it is known that the sugar unit in DNA has a furanose form. As such, studies with furanose sugars, namely, THF (which is an ether but is a known sugar surrogate), need to be performed in order to ascertain how important this characteristic is in the discussion of DNA/RNA sugar substitutes. Indeed, it has been shown that, for both THF and furan, no low-energy resonances (<5 eV) appear. This is in contrast to deoxyribose, D-ribose, and fructose.
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